[Contrast media in urogenital radiology].
BACKGROUND. Contrast media are widely used in urogenital radiology. The ideal contrast agent should be totally inert, causing no interactions with organism, and with a rapid and complete excretion. Adverse reactions could occur after using any type of contrast media. Contrast enhanced procedures are performed with increasing frequency and the patients population is progressively older and with multiple co-morbid conditions, thus contrast media toxicity is becoming a serious problem. Contrast media-induced nephropathy (CIN) is considered an important cause of hospital-acquired renal failure. The administration of gadolinium-based contrast agents has been recently associated with the development of a serious adverse reaction, potentially lethal in patients with renal insufficiency, named nephrogenic systemic fibrosis (NSF). METHODS. Literature review on contrast media in urogenital radiology, CIN, NSF. CONCLUSIONS. Since 1996, the Contrast Media Safety Committee of the European Society of Urogenital Radiology (ESUR) has released its guidelines regarding safety about the use of contrast media. CIN, and the emerging NSF, are topics of increasing interest for urologists, radiologists, nephrologists, dermatologists and all the clinicians. Contrast media have progressively become safer in the last years. Even if rare, some adverse reactions still occurr up to now. CIN and its prevention remain an issue under debate. In the past, whenever a patient required a contrast-enhanced imaging study, the trend was to select magnetic resonance imaging with gadolinium-based contrast agents in order to avoid the well-known CIN of iodinated-based contrast agents. The awareness of NFS is changing the contrast-enhanced imaging in patients with renal failure. At present we have to investigate NSF etiopathogenesis, in order to prevent and eventually to cure it. The understanding of the risk factors for both CIN and NSF is an emerging need, the adoption of all preventive measures to reduce the risks remain a mandatory issue.